
BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS ON SYMMETRICIRREDUCIBLE SIEGEL DOMAINSDARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKIAbstrat. Let D be an irreduible, symmetri Siegel domain and let S be a solvablegroup whih ats simply transitively on D. We exhibit three S-invariant, real, seondorder, degenerate ellipti operators L; L; H suh that a bounded funtion F on D ispluriharmoni, if and only if LF = LF =HF = 0. The three operators are the sameas in our former paper [DHMP℄, however there we needed a onsiderably strongerondition on F to derive the same onlusion.1. IntrodutionLet D be a symmetri Siegel domain and let S be a solvable Lie group ating simplytransitively on D. Our aim is to study bounded pluriharmoni funtions by means ofS-invariant operators. More preisely, these are real S-invariant seond order, elliptidegenerate operators L annihilating holomorphi funtions F and, onsequently, <Fand =F . Suh operators will be alled admissible.The partiular interest in restriting our attention to the seond order, degenerateellipti operators is aused by the fat that for suh an operator there is a very wellunderstood potential theory. To wit, theory of bounded funtions harmoni with re-spet to left-invariant operators L satisfying H�ormander ondition was studied in [D℄,[DH℄, [DHP℄. The origin of this researh goes bak to H.Furstenberg [F℄, Y.Guivar'h[G℄, and A.Raugi [Ra℄ who developed a probabilisti approah to bounded funtions ongroups, harmoni with respet to a probability measure or a seond order degenerateellipti invariant operator. The fundamental result of the theory says that boundedL-harmoni funtions are preisely the integrals of their boundary values on a nilpotentsubgroup N(L) of S against an appropriate Poisson kernel.This observation hanges onsiderably our way of looking at funtions on symmetridomains. We study S-invariant objets instead of studying the ones invariant underthe whole group of isometries G. It turns out that they are more suitable as far asharaterization of bounded pluriharmoni funtions is the goal, though learly thespae of bounded pluriharmoni funtions is invariant under G.For an admissible L satisfying the H�ormander ondition the boundary N(L) alwaysontains the group N(�) that ats simply transitively on the Bergmann-Shilov bound-ary. In this paper we are mostly interested in operators for whih N(L) = N(�).Eah of the operators gives rise to a new Poisson kernel. We exploit intensively thosePoisson kernels on N(�) to prove the following theorem:The authors were partly supported by KBN grant 2P03A04316, Foundation for Polish Sienes,Subsidy 3/99, and by the European Commission via the TMR Network \Harmoni Analysis", ontratno. ERB FMRX{CT97{0159. 1



2 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKILet D be an irreduible symmetri Siegel domain. There are three admissible op-erators L, L, H on D suh that if a real valued bounded funtion F on D satis�esLF = LF = HF = 0, then F is pluriharmoni. If D is a tube domain, L and H aresuÆient and if D is biholomorphially equivalent to the omplex ball, L and H aresuÆient.This theorem is an improvement of the result obtained in [DHMP℄, where a morerestritive, not G invariant type of ondition was onsidered. Namely, the funtionsstudied there had the property(H2) supz2D ZN(�) jF (v � z)j2 dv <1:As it is proved in [DHMP℄ the onjugate funtion eF i.e. the funtion suh thatF + i eF is holomorphi, also satis�es (H2). But already for the upper half-plane theonjugate funtion eF of a bounded real harmoni (= pluriharmoni) funtion F is notbounded, in general. Consequently, the same is true for an arbitrary Siegel domain.Exept for the last remark, the \bounded" result implies the H2 result.In any ase of the above theorem, the sum of operators needed to yield the onlusionis an ellipti operator. The Poisson integral haraterization says that the spae ofbounded funtions harmoni with respet to one ellipti operator L is always biggerthen the spae of bounded holomorphi funtions. But due to our theorem three ofthem, in general, or two in speial ases, while appropriately hosen are suÆient toobtain the smallest possible spae of ommon zeros - the pluriharmoni funtions. Forother global haraterizations of pluriharmoni funtions on symmetri Siegel domainswe refer to [L1℄, [L2℄, [BBG℄, [DH1℄, [J℄.Let 
 be the underlying symmetri one in the Jordan algebra V . Suppose V isthe enter of the step two nilpotent group N(�) = Z � V . Let f(�; u) = f�(u) bethe boundary value of F . If f 2 L2(N(�)), the basi strategy of the proof , used in[DHMP℄, is to show that for every � 2 Z,suppf̂� � �
 [ ��
(1.1)and, in the nontube ase, that the integrated representation U�f , � 2 �
 [ ��
 is zeroon the invariant subspaes whih do not ontain the vauum state. The rest is thenpretty standard. If f 2 L1(N(�)), new diÆulties arise. One is aused by the fatthat 0 may belong to the support of f̂� . To deal with that we produe a sequene offuntions Fn with boundary values fn suh thatLFn = LFn = HFn = 0 ;suppfn(�; �̂) \ Z � f0g = ; ;(F � limn!1Fn) is a onstant(1.2)(Setion 4). Hene we redue to the funtions satisfying (1.2). To prove that fn satis�es(1.1) we use the operator H whih is basially the Laplae-Beltrami operator on theprodut of upper half planes (Setion 5). The basi idea is the same as in [DHMP℄, butwe have to take into aount every point in the omplement of �
[��
 not only almost



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 3every one as for L2-funtions. All this requires more deliate algebrai onsideration(Lemma 5.7) using the struture of 
.Finally, we annot use the operator U�f diretly and we have to replae this by a\weak" argument. We do this to prove our theorem for the Siegel upper half-plane(N(�) being the Heisenberg group, Setion 6). Then, for the general ase we useSiegel upper-half planes imbedded in S in various diretions. This �nal step simpli�esonsiderably the whole argument, also the one in [DHMP℄.The authors are grateful to Aline Bonami and Ryszard Szwar for valuable disus-sions and omments. 2. Preliminaries2.1. Jordan algebras and irreduible ones. Let 
 be an irreduible symmetrione in a Eulidean spae (V; h�; �i). V has struture of a simple Eulidean Jordanalgebra [FK℄, and 
 = int fx2 : x 2 V g([FK℄, Theorem III.2.1).We are going to use the language of Jordan algebras to desribe solvable groupsating simply transitively on 
, and so we reall briey some basi fats whih will beneeded later. The reader is referred to [FK℄ for more details.We �x a Jordan frame f1; : : : ; rg in V . This is a omplete system of orthogonalprimitive idempotents: 2i = i; ij = 0 if i 6= j;1 + � � �+ r = e ;suh that none of the 1; :::; r is a sum of two nonzero idempotents. The length r isindependent of the hoie of Jordan frame an it is alled the rank of V .Let L(x) be the self - adjoint endomorphism of V given by multipliation by x, i.e.L(x)y = xy:Let V = M1�i�j�r Vij(2.1)be the ommon diagonalization of the ommuting family of self-adjoint endomorphismsL(1); :::; L(r). It is alled be the Peire deomposition of V ([FK℄, Theorem IV.2.1).This means that V is the orthogonal diret sum (2.1) and L(k) restrited to Vij hasthe eigenvalue 12(Æik + Æjk). Moreover,Vij � Vij � Vii + Vjj ;Vij � Vjk � Vik; if i 6= k ;Vjk � Vjl � Vkl; if k < l;Vij � Vkl = f0g; if fi; jg \ fk; lg = ; :(2.2)All Vij, i < j have the same dimension d and Vjj = Rj, j = 1; :::; r.



4 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKIFor eah i < j we �x one for all an orthonormal basis of Vij whih we note e�ij with1 � � � d. To simplify the notation we write i = e1ii. Then e�ij is an orthonormalbasis of V .Let G be the onneted omponent of the group G(
) of all transformations inGL(V ) whih leave 
 invariant. Its Lie algebra will be denoted by G. G ontains L(x)for all x 2 V .The hoie of the Jordan frame determines a solvable Lie group S0 = N0A atingsimply transitively on 
. A = expA, where A is the Abelian subalgebra of G onsistingof elements H = L(a); a = rXj=1 ajj 2Mi Vii:For the nilpotent part N0 = expN0, we haveN0 = Mi<j�rNij;where, (f. [FK℄), Nij = fz2i : z 2 Vijg:2.2. Symmetri Siegel domains. Let V C = V + iV be the omplexi�ation of V .We extend the ation of G(
) to V C.In addition, suppose that we are given a omplex vetor spae Z and a Hermitiansymmetri bilinear mapping � : Z � Z ! V C:We assume that �(�; �) 2 
; � 2 Z ;and �(�; �) = 0 implies � = 0:The Siegel domain assoiated with these data is de�ned asD = f(�; z) 2 Z � V C : =z � �(�; �) 2 
g:There is an representation � : G(
) 3 g 7! �(g) 2 Gl(Z) suh thatg�(�; !) = �(�(g)�; �(g)!) ;(2.3)and all automorphisms �(a) 2 A admit a joint diagonalization. The transformation(�; z) 7! (�(g)�; gz)is a holomorphi automorphism of D, [KW℄. The elements � 2 Z, x 2 V and g 2 G(
)at on D in the following way:� Æ (!; z) = (� + !; z + 2i�(!; �) + i�(�; �)) ;x Æ (!; z) = (!; z + x) ;g Æ (!; z) = (�(g)!; gz) :(2.4)The �rst two ations generate a two-step nilpotent (or abelian, if Z = 0) group N(�)of biholomorphi automorphisms of D:(�; x)(!; y) = (� + !; x+ y + 2=�(�; !)):(2.5)



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 5All three ations (g restrited to S0) generate a solvable Lie group S = N(�)S0, thegroup N(�) being a normal subgroup of S.For X 2 S0, (2.3) implies thatX�(�; !) = �(�(X)�; !) + �(�; �(X)!) ;(2.6)where � denotes both representation of the group G(
) and the Lie algebra G. Aneasy onsequene of (2.6) is that the only possible eigenvalues for �(H), H 2 A are�j(H)2 , j = 1; :::; r. So we may write Z = rMj=1Zjwith the property that �(H)� = �j(H)2 � for � 2 Zj:(A standard argument is ontained e.g. in [DHMP℄).Finally, the Lie algebra S of S has the following deompositionS = N (�)� S0 =  rMj=1Zj!�  Mi�j Vij!�  Mi<j Nij!�A:that orresponds to a diagonalization of the adjoint ation of A:[H;X℄ = �j(H)2 X for X 2 Zj;[H;X℄ = �i(H) + �j(H)2 X for X 2 Vij;[H;X℄ = �j(H)� �i(H)2 X for X 2 Nij;(2.7)where �j(H) = �j(Prk=1 akk) = aj. If Z = 0 then N(�) = V andDT = V + i
is a tube domain. To distinguish those two ases the solvable group for the tube willbe denoted ST = V S0. ClearlyST =  Mi�j Vij!�  Mi<j Nij!�A:In virtue of (2.4) we identity D with S. More preisely let e = ie 2 D and let� : S 3 s 7! �(s) = s � ie 2 D(2.8)Then � is a di�eomorphism of S and D (or ST and DT in the partiular ase of a tubedomain). � identi�es also the spaes of smooth funtions on S and D.The Lie algebra S is then identi�ed with the tangent spae Te of D at e by thedi�erential d�e. We then transport the Bergmann metri g and the omplex struture JfromD to S, where they beome left-invariant tensors on S. Moreover, the omplexi�ed



6 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKItangent spae TCe is identi�ed with SC and the deomposition TCe = T 1;0e � T 0;1e istransported into SC = Q� P:Now we pik up a g-orthonormal basis of S and the orresponding basis of Q. Forj < k and 1 � � � d, we de�ne X�jk 2 Vjk; Y �jk 2 Njk as the left-invariant vetor �eldson S orresponding to e�jk and 2e�jk2j, respetively. For eah j we de�ne Xj and Hjas left-invariant vetor �elds on S orresponding to j and L(j) respetively. Finally,we hoose an orthonormal basis fej�g, � = 1; :::; n related to 4hj;�(�; �)i. For �j� =xj�+ iyj� the orresponding oordinates, we de�ne X �j ;Y�j as the left-invariant vetor�elds on S whih oinide with �xj� and �yj� at e. Then Xj; X�jk; Hj; Y �jk;X �j ;Y�j forma g-orthonormal basis of S and Zj = Xj� iHj, Z�jk = X�jk� iY �jk, Z�j = X �j � iY�j forman orthonormal basis of Q with respet to the Hermitian salar produt (�; �) = 12g(�;��).For the detailed alulation of d�e and J see [BBDHPT℄. In the oordinates(�; z) = �Xj;� �j�ej�;Xi�j� z�ije�ij�;Zj, Z�jk, Z�j are left-invariant vetor �elds orresponding to �zj , �z�jk , �zj� at e.2.3. Admissible operators. Under identi�ation (2.8), holomorphi funtions on Dare alled holomorphi funtions on S. The left-invariant di�erential operators on Sthat annihilate holomorphi funtions and are real seond order and ellipti degener-ate are alled admissible (see [DHP℄, [DHMP℄ and [BBDHPT℄ for more details aboutadmissible operators). In partiular, the seond order left-invariant operators �j, ��jk,L�j with the property �j(e) = �zj��zj (e) ;��jk(e) = �z�jk��z�jk(e) ;L�j (e) = �z�j ��z�j (e) :are suh. More expliitly, (see e.g. [DHMP℄):�j = X2j +H2j �Hj ;L�j = (X �j )2 + (Y�j )2 �Hj ;��ij = (X�ij)2 + (Y �ij )2 �Hj :(2.9)We will use also left-invariant vetor �elds on N(�) that oinide with �xj , ��xij , �x�j ,�y�j at e. They will be denoted by fXj; fX�ij; fX �j ; eY�jrespetively. Notie that XF (�; u; y; a) = (AdyafX)Fya(�; u):(2.10)Then �jF (�; u; y; a) = a2j �(AdyfXj)2 + �2aj�F (�; u; y; a) ;L�j F (�; u; y; a) = aj �(AdygX �j )2 + (AdygY�j )2 � �aj�F (�; u; y; a) :



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 72.4. Poisson integrals. In this setion, we reall some general results about boundedharmoni funtions on S. Let L be a seond order left-invariant operator on S satisfyingH�ormander ondition. Denote by �A(L) its image on A under the homomorphismS ! A = S=N . The �rst order part Z in �A(L) determines the Poisson boundaryfor L.More preisely, let W = f�1; :::; �r; �12 ; :::; �r2 ; �i+�j2 ; �j��i2 ; i < jg and letW1 = f� 2 W : �(Z) < 0g;N (L) = ��2W1N�; N+(L) = ��2WnW1N�;N(L) = expN (L); N+(L) = expN+(L):Then the bounded L-harmoni funtions on S are in one-one orrespondene with L1funtions on N(L) via the following Poisson integralF (s) = ZN(L) f(s Æ x)PL(x) dx;(2.11)where x! s Æ x denotes the ation on N(L) as on the quotient spae N=N+(L).We will need this representation for the ase when N(L) = N(�) (the partiularase N(�) = V inluded). Then (2.11) beomesF (s) = F (xs0) = Fs0(x) = ZN(�) f(xs0us�10 )PL(u) du(2.12)and f is *weak limit of Fyat when �j(log at) ! 0 for j = 1; :::; r. The funtion f isalled the boundary value of F .In what follows we will onsider funtions F (�; u; y; a) harmoni with respet toan admissible operator L with the additional property that for every �, F�(u; y; a) =F (�; u; y; a) is annihilated by an admissible operator L on ST . Moreover, we assumeN(L) = N(�), N(L) = V . Thus F has a well de�ned boundary value f on N(�) suhthat for every � 2 Z, f�(u) = f(�; u) is the boundary value of F� on V . Then on topof (2.12), we have another representation of F . Namely,F (�; u; y; a) = ZV f�(u� v)Pya(v) dv;(2.13)where Pya(v) = det a�1Pya((ya)�1 Æ v) and det a is the determinant of the ation V 3v 7! a Æ v 2 V . 3. Main theoremLet L be an ellipti admissible operator on ST . L may be onsidered also as aleft-invariant operator on S.Given stritly positive numbers �1; :::; �r and �1; :::; �r letH = rXj=1�j�j(3.1) L = rXj=1 �jLj :(3.2)We are going to prove the following



8 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKIMain Theorem 3.3. Let D be an irreduible symmetri Siegel domain, and let F bea bounded funtion on D suh that(i) LF = 0;(ii) HF = 0;(iii) LF = 0:Then F is a pluriharmoni funtion.If the domain D is of type I, then ondition (iii) is void. If D is biholomorphiallyequivalent to the omplex ball then L may be taken to be a multiple of H, so (i) is void.Let us make some omments onerning the role of H. It turns out that for abounded funtion F on S we haveHf = 0 () 8j �jF = 0 :(3.4)Indeed, sine V is a normal subgroup of ST , we may write ST = N0V A. In theoordinates y 2 N0; x 2 V; a 2 A, for a smooth funtion g on N0V A we have�jg(yxa) = a2j(�2xj + �2aj )g(yxa):Therefore H = Prj=1 �ja2j(�2xj + �2aj ) is the Laplae-Beltrami operator on the produtof r-hyperboli half-planes D = R1 �R+1 � :::�Rr �R+r ;the metri being saled by ��1j on Rj�R+j : Thus every bounded H-harmoni funtionon D is the Poisson integral of a L1 funtion on�D = R1 � :::�Rr;the Poisson kernel being the tensor produt of the Poisson kernels for the hyperbolihalf-plane R�R+, [Ko℄. Consequently, Hg = 0 implies that g is annihilated by eahof the operators �j, j = 1; :::; r.This leads us to the followingProposition 3.5. Suppose F is a bounded funtion annihilated by the operators (i)-(iii). Then, adding to L and L appropriate linear ombination of �j's with non-negative oeÆients, by Proposition (2.1) in [DHMP℄, L and L an be replaed byoperators suh that the maximal boundary of L is V and the maximal boundary forL + L is N(�).Consequently, from now on we assume that the operators L and L in the main theoremhave their maximal boundaries V and N(�), orrespondingly. We then havelima!0F (�; x; y; a) = f(�; x) = f�(x)in the �weak sense both on N(�) and V . Moreover, (2.13) holds.Convolving (on N(�)) from the left by a S(N(�)) funtion � we may assume thatf = � � ef; � 2 S(N(�)); f 2 L1(N(�)):(3.6)Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that F satis�es the assumptions of themain theorem and (3.6)



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 9Now the proof of the main theorem splits into four parts.In the �rst part we deal with the distributional partial Fourier transform of f� alongV . We show that there is a sequene  n of funtions on V suh that the Fouriertransform  ̂n vanishes in a neighbourhood of 0 in V , Fn(�; x; y; a) = f� �V  n �VPya satisfy (i)-(iii) and are *-weakly onvergent to F+onstant (Setion 4). For theremaining three parts we deal with funtions F whih satisfy (i)-(iii) and suh that thesupport of the Fourier transform of the orresponding f� does not ontain 0. In theseond part we prove the main theorem for the tube domains (Setion 5), in the thirdpart for the type II domains whih are biholomorphially equivalent to the omplex ball(Setion 6). Finally in the fourth part the proof for the arbitrary irreduible symmetridomains of type II is redued to the proof for the ases settled earlier (Setion 7).4. Partial Fourier transformLet � be a Shwartz funtion on V suh that�̂(�) = 8<:1 for j�j � 10 for j�j � 2:For a given sequene fkngn=1;2;::: of natural numbers tending to in�nity, let n(x) = 1kdn� xkn!:(4.1)Given a bounded funtion g on V there exists fkngn=1;2;:::, kn !1 suh thatlimn!+1hg;  ni exists:We need a bit more here: we are going to selet a sequene fkngn=1;2;::: suh that forall � 2 Z limn!+1hf�;  ni exists and is independent of �:The details are as follows:Lemma 4.2. Let � 2 S(N(�)) and f 2 L1(N(�)): Then the mappingZ 3 � ! � � f(�; �) 2 L1(V )is ontinuous.Proof. Indeed, we prove that for eah ompat subset K of Zsup�2K;x2V j� � f(� + h; x)� � � f(�; x)j � CKjhj:By (2.5) we havej� � f(� + h; x)� � � f(�; x)j� kfkL1(N(�)) ZN(�) j��(h;�2=�(h; �))(!; u)�1�� ��(!; u)�1�jd!du:If h and � are in a ompat set, so are all elements (h;�2=�(h; �)) = exp[X℄ withjXj � Cjhj. Moreover,��(h;�2=�(h; �))(!; u)�1�� ��(!; u)�1� = Z 10 ddr�� exp[rX℄(!; u)�1�dr:



10 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKIHene j� � f(� + h; x)� � � f(�; x)j � kfkL1(N(�)) ZN(�) ���X��(!; u)�1����d!du� CkfkL1(N(�))jhj:Lemma 4.3. Let g 2 L1(V ) and let  n be as in (4.1) be suh that limn!1hg;  niexists. Then for every  2 L1(V ) suh that RV  6= 0 we havelimn!+1hg �V ;  ni = limn!+1hg;  ni ZV :Proof. Assume R  = 1. We have h � g;  ni = hg; � �  ni andjhg; � �  ni � hg;  nij � kgkL1(V )k� �  n �  nkL1(V ):But � �  n(x)�  n(x) = ZV �(y)� n(x� y)�  n(x)�dy:Henejhg; � �  ni � hg;  nij � kgkL1(V ) ZV ZV j(y)j������ x� ykn!� �(x)�����dxdy ! 0:Lemma 4.4. Let f = � � ef , with ef 2 L1(N(�)), � 2 S(N(�)) and let  n be as in(4.1). There is a subsequene fkngn=1;2;::: suh that for every � 2 Zlimn!+1hf� ;  ni = H(�) exists:Proof. Let �1; �2; ::: be a dense subset of Z. Using the above lemma and the diagonalmethod, we selet a subsequene  n suh that limn!+1hf�j ;  ni exists for all j. Hene,by Lemma 4.2, the limit exists for all � 2 Z.Lemma 4.5. Assume that F satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 and let itsboundary value be f = � � ef , ef 2 L1(N(�)), � 2 S(N(�)). Then the funtionZ 3 � ! H(�) = limn!1hf� ;  niis bounded and harmoni with respet to the Eulidean Laplaian on Z, so it is aonstant funtion.Proof. For positive t let pt(�; u) be the fundamental solution ofeL � �t =Xj;� (gX �j )2 + (gY�j )2 � �t:We restrit our funtion F to the submanifoldf(�; x) exp[tH℄ : (�; x) 2 N(�); H = rXj=1Hj; t 2 Rg:More preisely, let a0 = expH andeF (�; u; t) = F (�; u; e; ta0); t > 0:



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 11Then (LF )(�; u; e; ta0) = t( eL � �t) eF (�; u; t):Hene eF (�; u; t) = F (�; u; e; ta0) = f � pt(�; u):On the other hand, F (�; u; e; ta0) = f� �V Pta0(u)and so by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.3H(�) = limn!1hf� ;  ni = limn!1hf� �V Pta0 ;  ni= limn!1hf � pt(�; �);  ni:(4.6)Buthf � pt(�; �);  ni = ZZ ZV ZV f(� � !; u� v � 2=�(�; !))pt(!; v)dv n(u)dud!= ZZhf��! �V pt(!; u+ 2=�(�; !));  nid!Now limn!+1hf��! �V pt(!; u+ 2=�(�; !));  ni = H(� � !) ZV pt(!; u)du:Therefore, by (4.6) H(�) = H �Z pt(�);(4.7)where pt(�) = RV pt(�; u) du and �Z denotes the Abelian onvolution on Z. Sine ptis the usual heat kernel orresponding to the Laplae operator on Z, (4.7) says thatH(�) is harmoni on Z, so it is onstant.To summarize, the above lemmas allow to formulate the main result of this setion:Theorem 4.8. Assume that F satis�es the assumptions of the main theorem and letits boundary value be f = � � ef , ef 2 L1(N(�)), � 2 S(N(�)). Denote by f(�; �̂) thedistributional partial Fourier transform of f along V . Let�n(x) = kdn�(knx)� k�dn �(k�1n x);fn = �n �V f;Fn(�; x; y; a) = (fn)� �V Pya(x):Then suppfn(�; �̂) � Z � f� 2 V : 2kn � j�j � k�1n g;Fn is annihilated by L, H and L and there is a onstant  suh that the sequene Fntends to F + .Proof. We selet fkngn=1;2::: as in Lemma 4.4. Then by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5limn!+1 n �V f� �V Pya(x) = limn!+1hf� ;  ni = :Sine fkdn�(kn�)gn=1;2;::: is an approximate identity, the onlusion follows.



12 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKI5. Tube domainsIn this setion we are going to prove the main theorem for the tube domains.Theorem 5.1. Let F be a real bounded funtion on a tube domain DT suh that LF =0 and HF = 0. Then F is pluriharmoni.Let f be the boundary value of F . In view of the previous setion we may assumethat for an " > 0 suppf̂ � f" < j�j < "�1g(5.2)So we restrit ourselves to this lass of funtions. We are going to show thatsuppf̂ � 
 [ �
:(5.3)Assume (5.3) has been proved. From (5.2) and (5.3) it follows thatf = f1 + f2 with f̂1 = f̂ j�
; f̂2(��) = f̂1(�) f1; f2 2 L1(V ):(Notie that fj = �j �V f for appropriate Shwartz funtions �j on V . �̂1 is 1 on aneighbourhood of suppf̂ \ �
, supp�̂1 \ ��
 = ; and �̂2(�) = �̂1(��)). ThenF = F1 + F2 with F1(xya) = f1 �V Pya(x); F2(xya) = f2 �V Pya(x);F1 is holomorphi, F2 is anti-holomorphi and F2 = �F1. To see the latter, we writefn = ei 1n hx;eif1(x); gn = e�i 1n hx;eif2(x);so suppf̂n � 
; suppĝn � �
whene \fn �V Pya(�) = f̂n(�)e�h�;ya�ei; \gn �V Pya(�) = ĝn(�)eh�;ya�eiwhih implies that F1 is a limit of holomorphi funtions fn �V Pya, F2 is a limit ofanti-holomorphi funtions gn �V Pya.For the proof of (5.3) we need few lemmas.Lemma 5.4. For every �, the funtion ya 7! bPya(�) is smooth.Proof. Let P (xya) = Pya(x). Then LP = 0 and so, there is an ellipti operator bL invariables ya suh that [(LP )ya(�) = bL bPya(�):Lemma 5.5. For � 2 suppf̂ bPya(�) = e�Pri=1 aijWi(�;y)j;where Wi(�; y) = h�;Adyii:



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 13Proof. By (3.4), for every j we have0 = �jF (xya) = �j(f � Pya(x)) = f � (�jP )ya(x);where P (xya) = Pya(x) and (�jP )ya(x) = �jP (xya). Now we use the followingtheorem of Wiener [Ru℄: Let f 2 L1(V ), g 2 L1(V ) and f �V g = 0. Then suppf̂ �f� : ĝ(�) = 0g. Hene if � 2 suppf̂ we have0 =\(�jP )ya(�) = a2j��2aj � h�;Adyeji2� bPya(�):Sine jP̂ya(�)j � 1 for every � 2 V , ya 2 S0, the uniqueness of the solution of theabove system of equations ompletes the proof of Lemma 5.5.For a � we write �ij, 1 � j � i � n for its oordinates.Lemma 5.6 (DHMP). Let y 2 N . ThenAdyj = j + yj + L(e� j)(yj � yj)and so Wj(�; y) = h�; ji+Xk>jh�jk; yjki+ Xj<k�l<rh�kl; L(e� j)(yjk � yjl)i:In the set of pairs of natural numbers we introdue the lexiographi order:(i; j) < (k; l), (i < k) _ (i = k ^ j < l)Lemma 5.7. If � =2 
 [ �
, then there exist m and y1; y2 2 N suh thatWm(�; y1) > 0 and Wm(�; y2) < 0:Proof. Let (k; l) = maxf(i; j) : �ij 6= 0)g. ThenCase 1: k = l = 1.This means that only one oordinate of � is not equal to zero, whene � 2 
 [�
.Case 2: k < l.Suppose yij = 0 for (i; j) 6= (k; l). Then by Lemma (5.6)Wk(�; y) = �kk + h�kl; ykli;beause L(e� k)(ykl � ykl) 2 Vll and �ll = 0: Consequently, we an hoose ykl twie insuh a way that Wk hanges sign.Case 3: 1 < k = l.We may assume �kk < 0. From � =2 �
 it follows that there exists x 2 
 suh thath�; xi > 0:Also, by Proposition (VI.3.5) [FK℄, there is y 2 N suh thatx = Ady( rXj=1�jj);where �j > 0. Consequently,0 < h�; xi = h�;Ady( rXj=1�jj)i = rXj=1�jh�;Adyji:(5.8)



14 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKINotie that by Lemma (5.6), Wp(�; y) = 0 for p > k and Wk(�; y) = �kk: Indeed,L(e� p)(yp � yp) 2 Mp<l�s�rVls so h�; L(e� p)(yp � yp)i = 0:We have also h�; ypi = 0 for p � k. It follows from (5.8) that there is m < k suh thatWm(�; y) = h�;Adymi > 0We are going to exhibit a y0 suh that Wm(�; y0) < 0. We assume that yij = 0 for(i; j) 6= (m; k). ThenWm(�; y) = �mm + h�mk; ymki+ h�kk; L(e� m)(ymk � ymk)i= �mm + h�mk; ymki+ �kkhymk; ymki:But �kk < 0, so seleting ymk suÆiently large we obtain the y0.Corollary 5.9. Under assumptions of Theorem (5.1)suppf̂ � �
 [ ��
 :Proof. If � 2 suppf̂ \ (
 [ �
), then on one hand side the funtion y ! bPya(�)is smooth, and on the other, one of the Wk(�; y)'s hanges sign, whih ontraditssmoothness of the funtion and so (5.3) follows.6. The Heisenberg groupIn this setion we prove the main theorem in the ase when Z = Cn, V = R,
 = R+ and �(�; !) = 14h�; !i = 14 nXj=1 �j!j:Then D = f(�; z) 2 Cn �C : =z > 14 j�j2gmay be identi�ed with N(�)A, where A = R+ and N(�) is the Heisenberg groupZ � V : (�; u)(� 0; u0) = (� + � 0; u+ u0 + 12=h�; � 0i):In this ase we have only two operatorsH = �1 = X2 +H2 �Hi.e. �1F (�; u; a) = a2(�2u + �2a)F (�; u; a) ;(6.1) L = L1 =X� �X �)2 + �Y�)2 � nH(6.2)i.e. LF (�; u; a) = a(LB � n�a)F (�; u; a);(6.3)where LB =X� �fX ��2 + � eY��2:



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 15Let F be a real valued funtion on S suh that �1F = LF = 0. Let f be its boundaryvalue. By (6.1) and (6.2) we haveF (�; u; a) = f �Hn pa(�; u) = f� �R Pa(u):(6.4)where pa(�; u) is the fundamental solution for LB � n�a and Pa(u) = 1� aa2+u2 is thePoisson kernel for the Laplae operator �2u + �2a. By Theorem (4.8), we may assumethat for a positive " suppf(�; �̂) � Cn � f� : " < j�j < "�1g :Now proeeding as at the beginning of setion 5 we takefj = �j �R f�(u):(6.5)and Fj(�; u; a) = fj �Hn pa(�; u) = (fj)� �R Pa(u):(6.6)Then F = F1 + F2 with F2 = �F1and it remains to proveTheorem 6.7. F1 is holomorphi.The proof is based on the elementary theory of unitary representations of the Heisen-berg group for whih we refer to [T℄. Let U� be the Shr�odinger representation of Hn,([T℄, 1.2.1). In the underlying Hilbert spae H� = L2(Rn) we onsider the basis on-sisting of properly saled Hermite funtions ��� (1.4.18 and setion 2.1 of [T℄). Let���;�(�; u) = (U�(�;u)���; ���):Then ���;�(�; u) = (2�)n=2ei�u��;�(qj�j�);(6.8)where ��;� are the speial Hermite funtions, ([T℄, 1.4.19) These funtions belong tothe Shwartz lass on Cn andLB���;�(�; u) = �(2j�j+ n)j�j���;�(�; u):(6.9)Let e�k(�; u) = Xj�j=k ���;�(�; u)and  k�(�; u) = ZR e�k(�; u)�(�)d�:(6.10)for a � 2 C1 (Rnf0g).Then,  k� 2 S(Cn �R) and by (6.9)LB k� = �(2k + n) k�0 ;where �0(�) = j�j�(�).



16 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKILemma 6.11. For every k 6= 0 and � 2 C1 (R n f0g)ZHn F1(�; t; a) k�(�; t)d�dt = 0:(6.12)Proof. By (6.5) and (6.6) F1(�; �̂; a) = f1(�; �̂)e�a�:Hene (�u + i�a)F1(�; u; a) = 0and so (LB � in�u)F1(�; u; a) = 0:(6.13)Let � 2 C1 (R n f0g) and e�(�) = ��1�(�). By (6.13), (6.10) and (6.8),0 = ZHn F1(�; t; a)(LB � in�u) ke�(�; t)d�dt= 2k ZHn F1(�; t; a) k�(�; t)d�dtand (6.12) follows.Using Lebesgue dominated onvergene theorem, by (6.12), we haveZHn f1(�; t) k�(�; t)d�dt = 0:(6.14)for k 6= 0 and � 2 C1 (R n f0g).Furthermore, f1 translated by any element (�; u) 2 Hn on the left is the boundaryvalue of F1 translated on the left by (�; u). Therefore, the same proof give us:f1 �  k�(�; u) = ZHn f1((�; u)(�; t)) k�(�; t)d�dt = 0:(6.15)for k 6= 0 and � 2 C1 (R n f0g).For an L2(Hn) funtion f1, (6.15) means that all the spetral projetions f1 �e�k vanishfor k 6= 0. So, learly (6.15) an be viewed as a weak version of that. For a goodfuntion f1, the next step would be an appliation of the Fourier inversion formulato F1. Sine we are not in L2(Hn) we have to do it in a slightly more deliate way.Namely, we expand the funtiong(�; u) = �1 �R pa(�; u)and we get g(�; u) = (2�)�n�1 1Xk=0 Z 1�1 g �Hn e�k(�; u)j�jnd�(6.16)(see theorem 2.1.1 [T℄), where the above series onverges in L2(Hn) norm.Proposition 6.17. Z 1�1 g �Hn e�k(�; u)j�jnd� 2 S(Hn)(6.18)



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 17and the series 1Xk=0 Z 1�1 g �Hn e�k(�; u)j�jnd�(6.19)onverges in L1(Hn).To prove this proposition we need more information about ��;�. Let Lk be the k-thLaguerre polynomial, i.e. Lk(t)e�t = 1k! ddt!k �e�ttk� :Given a multiindex � = (�1; :::; �n) and � 2 Cn letL�(�) = L�1(12 j�1j2)� :::� L�n(12 j�nj2):(6.20)Then ��;�(�) = (2�)�n=2L�(�)e� 14 j�j2;(6.21)(see [T℄ 1.4.20)We will use the following well-known property of the Laguerre funtions.Lemma 6.22. For every l; p 2 N there exist  = (l; p) and M =M(l; p) suh thatZ 10 (1 + t)lj�pt Lk(t)j2e�tdt � kM :(6.23)Proof. To verify (6.23) we reall 5.1.13 and 5.1.14 in [Sz℄, whih imply thatddtLk(t) = � k�1Xj=0Lj(t):Hene, it suÆes to have (6.23) for p = 0. But, for p = 0, (6.23) follows by theorthogonality and the reurrene relations (5.1.1, 5.1.10 in [Sz℄)Z 10 Lj(t)Lk(t)e�tdt = Æj;k;tLk = (2k + 1)Lk � (k + 1)Lk+1 � (k � 1)Lk�1:Proof of proposition (6.17). For (6.18) we prove thatZ 1�1 g �Hn e�k(�; u)j�jnd� =  k�ak (�; u)(6.24)with �ak(�) = e�( 2kn +1)j�ja b�1(�)j�jn:Indeed, g �Hn e�k(�; u) = Xj�j=k Z �1 �R pa(�; t)���;�((�; t)�1(�; u))d�dt= Xj�j=k(U�(�;u)���; U��1�Rpa���):(6.25)



18 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKIBut U��1�Rpa = b�1(�)U�paand U�pa��� = e�( 2j�jn +1)j�ja���(6.26)(To obtain (6.26) it is enough to solve the equation (LB � n�a)pa(�; u) = 0 on theFourier transform side).Now putting (6.26) into (6.25) we getg �Hn e�k(�; u) = Xj�j=k e�( 2kn +1)j�ja b�1(�)���;�(�; u)whih implies (6.24).To estimate L1(Hn) norm of  k�ak we write k�ak (�; u) = (2�)n2 ZR ei�u�ak(�) Xj�j=k��;�(p��)d�:Hene the Shwartz inequality yieldsZHn j k�ak (�; u)jdud� �  ZHn(1 + u2)j k�ak(�; u)j2dud�� 0�ZCn ZR j��(�ak(�) Xj�j=k��;�(p��))j2d�d�+ ZCn ZR j�ak(�) Xj�j=k��;�(p��)j2d�d�1A� 1e�2( 2kn +1)a Xj�j=k ZCn�[";"�1℄ �j��(��;�(p��))j2 + j��;�(p��)j2� d�d�!Now the relation (6.21) and lemma (6.22) imply that the last integral is dominated bykM and so (6.19) follows. �Now we are able to expand F1. By (6.15) and proposition (6.17) we haveF1(�; u; a) = f1 �Hn (�1 �R pa)(�; u)= Xk f1 �Hn  k�ak (�; u)= f1 �Hn  0�a0 (�; u);where  0�a0 (�; u) = (2�)n2 Z 10 e��a��0;0(�; u) b�1(�)�nd�:So it suÆes to prove that G(�; u; a) = e��a��0;0(�; u)is holomorphi. We have,G(�; u; a) = (2�)�n=2e��aei�xe� 14�j�j2 = (2�)�n=2ei�(x+ia+ 14 ij�j2) = ei�zwhih proves theorem (6.7)



BOUNDED PLURIHARMONIC FUNCTIONS 197. Type II domainsLet F be a funtion on S that satis�es (3.6) and the assumptions of Theorem (3.3).In view of Theorem (4.8) and (5.3) we may assume that its boundary value f satis�essuppf1 � Z � (
 \ f� : "�1 > j�j > "g):Then F (�; u; y; a) = F1(�; u; y; a) + F2(�; u; y; a);where{ LF1 = LF2 = 0,{ F2 = F1,{ for every �xed �, F1 is holomorphi on ST and F2 anti-holomorphi on ST ,{ the boundary value fj of Fj is fj = �j �V f for �j as in Setion 5.We are going to prove the followingTheorem 7.1. Let F be a bounded funtion on S suh that(Xj + iHj)F = 0 for j = 1; : : : ; r;(7.2) (X�ij + iY �ij )F = 0 for 1 � i < j � r; � = 1; :::; d;(7.3) LF = 0:(7.4)Then F is holomorphi. If instead of (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) we have(7:20) (Xj � iHj)F = 0 for j = 1; : : : ; r(7:30) (X�ij � iY �ij )F = 0 for 1 � i < j � r; � = 1; :::; d(7:4) LF = 0then F is anti-holomorphi.Clearly F1 satis�es (7.2)-(7.4), while F2 satis�es (7.2'), (7.3') and (7.4). The proofof the �rst part and the seond part are idential, so we show only the �rst one. Wedo it in two steps formulated in the following lemmas.Lemma 7.5. Let Lj =X� L�j :Assume that a bounded funtion F satis�es (7.2)-(7.4). Then for every j, LjF = 0.Lemma 7.6. Let F be a bounded funtion on S satisfying (7.2), (7.3) andLjF = 0 for j = 1; :::; r:(7.7)Then F is holomorphi.Proof of Lemma (7.5). Let Fya(�; u) = F (�; u; y; a):By (7.2) and (2.10) �ajF (�; u; y; a) = iAdy(fXj)Fya(�; u):



20 DARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, EWA DAMEK, AND ANDRZEJ HULANICKITherefore, (7.4) implies Xj;� aj�Ady(fX �j )�2 + �Ady( eY�j )�2 � i�Ady(fXj)�2!Fya = 0:(7.8)We �x y and j and we take aj = t, ak = t2 for k 6= j. Then dividing (7.8) by t andletting t tend to zero we obtainDj;yf =  X� �Ady(fX �j )�2 + �Ady( eY�j )�2 � i�Ady(fXj)2�!f = 0:(7.9)We do this for every j. Dj;y is a left-invariant operator on N(�). We shall show that(7.9) implies Dj;yFs = 0:(7.10)for every s0 2 S0; y 2 N0. Then taking s = ya in (7.9) we obtain (7.5).Sine Fs(�; u) = f� � Ps(u), it remains to prove the following statement:Let D be a left-invariant di�erential operator on N(�) suh that Df = 0. Then forevery s 2 S0 DFs(�; u) = D(f� �V Ps(u)) = 0:(7.11)We have f� �V Ps(x) = ZV f(�; x� u)Pya(u)du = ZV f((0;�u)(�; x))Pya(u)du:Hene D(f� �V Ps(x)) = ZV (Df)((0;�u)(�; x))Pya(u)du;(7.12)provided we an justify the hange of the order of integration and di�erentiation.But, sine f = � � ef , right-invariant di�erential operators on N(�) applied to f yieldbounded funtions on N(�). Therefore, for every left-invariant operator D, jDf(�; x)jis dominated by a polynomial depending only on �. This proves (7.12), (7.11) andompletes the proof of Lemma (7.5).Proof of Lemma (7.6). We �x j and we onsider the groupSj = exp hlinfHj; Xj;X �j ;Y�j � = 1; :::; ngi:Sj ats simply transitively on the Siegel upper-half plane desribed in Setion 6. As-sume that F satis�es the assumptions of Lemma (7.6) and let Fj = F jSj . Then(Xj + iHj)Fj = 0 and LjFj = 0:Consequently, by Setion 6, Fj is holomorphi on Sj, i.e.(X �j + iY�j )Fj = 0 for every � = 1; :::; n:(7.13)If instead of F we take Fx1 = F (x1x), x1; x 2 S, then (7.14) implies(X �j + iY�j )F = 0:(7.14)But (7.14) for every j and � together with (7.2) and (7.3) yield holomorphiity of F .
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